THE TRAIN
"The refuse?" said Danilov.
"Yes, the refuse in the kitchen/5 Sobol uttered this
in a faint voice and closed his eyes. Danilov glanced at
him with renewed interest.
"A huge amount of stuff—vegetable peel, pails of
food remains, the greasy water left from washing-up-
all is being thrown down the slope/'
"Well, what do you propose to do?" asked Danilov.
"What do I propose?" said Sobol, well aware that
his statement would be welcome and beginning to be
coy about it. "We could feed animals, for instance."
"But Sobol, where could we do it? We live on wheels,
as you know."
"Feed the animals on wheels, of course, comrade
Commissar."
Having weighed Sobol's offer, Danilov gave his
consent and persuaded Dr Belov. "Fresh meat would be
very useful on hospital rations." he said.
In the luggage van, at the end next to the refrigerator
van a corner was allotted to two pigs. An old soldier,
Kostritsyn, who knew a thing or two about agriculture
was appointed to look after them.
"Never mind, comrade Commissar, we'll overcome
all the difficulties," said Sobol. And smiling happily,
he promised: "We may even start a hen-farm."
They did. They got twenty hens and a cock. They
were lodged in a special cage under the train, invented
by Sobol, Dr Belov looked at them and said: "They
won't be able to live like that. They have to walk on
the earth."
"Comrade Chief," replied Sobol, "every damned hen
walks on the earth—what these hens must learn is to lay
eggs in different conditions."
He admitted afterwards to Danilov that he awaited
the first egg with awe—he doubted very much that the
hens would lay in a moving train. "Now I believe that
it even encourages them," he said, holding the first
warm egg on his palm.
During the long days when the train was running

